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Statistical comparison of satellite-retrieved precipitation products with 

rain gauge observations over Bangladesh 

In this investigation, six satellite-derived precipitation products namely 

Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial 

Neural Networks (PERSIANN), Climate Prediction Centre (CPC) Morphing 

Technique (CMORPH), Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for Global 

Precipitation Measurement (IMERG) final run both non gauge-calibrated 

(IMERG) and gauge-calibrated (IMERG-GC), and Global Satellite Mapping of 

Precipitation (GSMaP) for GPM both non gauge-calibrated (GSMaP) and gauge-

calibrated (GSMaP-GC) are evaluated over Bangladesh, using ground-based rain 

gauge observations as reference over a 3 years period from January 2014 to 

December 2016. Nine widely used categorical and volumetric statistical matrices 

such as bias, probability of detection (POD), volumetric hit index (VHI), false 

alarm ratio (FAR), volumetric false alarm ratio (VFAR), critical success index 

(CSI), volumetric critical success index (VCSI), miss index (MI), and volumetric 

miss index (VMI) are employed to exploit the performance of the precipitation 

products in detecting extremes above different quantile thresholds (i.e., 50%, 

75%, and 90% quantiles) for various temporal window (i.e., 3 hours, 6 hours, 12 

hours, and 24 hours). The bias values show that none of the satellite rainfall data 

sets are ideal for detecting extreme rainfall accumulations. In fact, all products 

lose their detection skills consistently as the extreme precipitation thresholds 

(50%, 75%, and 90% quantiles) increase. The results indicate that PERSIANN 

shows the worst performance over the study region. Overall, GSMaP-GC 

performs better than the other precipitation products. However, the FAR values 

of GSMaP are also higher over monsoon and post-monsoon months. The 

categorical and volumetric scores reveal that the detection skill increases 

remarkably for all rainfall data sets throughout the year with the increase of 

extreme quantile thresholds. At higher temporal accumulations, the detection 

capability of the products also improve considerably, and this improvement is 

more significant during monsoon period. The performance is relatively poor for 

all precipitation data sets over the cold months. In general, all six satellite 

precipitation products are doing well in detecting the occurrence of rainfall, but 

are not so good in estimating the amount of rainfall.   
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1. Introduction 

Extensive and reliable observation of precipitation is the prerequisite for their 

application in early warning systems, disaster mitigation policies, and water resources 

allocation problems. The availability of high-quality precipitation data is very limited in 

most of the developing countries such as Bangladesh. The rain gauge network is very 

sparse in Bangladesh, there are only 35 rain gauges for 147,570 km2 of area. Heavy 

(extreme) rainfall events during monsoon season often bring severe damages due to 

inadequate ground-based rainfall measurement facilities (Yilmaz et al. 2005). In such 

situation, satellite-retrieved precipitation estimates with near global coverage and real 

time availability can be used as a potential alternative source of rainfall information 

over un-gauged or sparsely gauged basins. In recent years, the popularity of satellite-

based rainfall estimates has increased due to their finer spatial (≤ 0.25°) and temporal (≤ 

3 hours) resolution, long period of records (more than 10 years), and public availability 

(Zulkafli et al. 2014; Cattani, Merino, and Levizzani 2016). 

At present, several high resolution satellite precipitation products are available, 

e.g. Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission (Hou et al. 2014; Huffman et al. 

2015; Huffman, Bolvin, and Nelkin 2015; Huffman 2016), the Tropical Rainfall 

Measuring Mission (TRMM) Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA; Huffman et 

al. 2007), Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP) for GPM (Okamoto et al. 

2005; Kubota et al. 2007, Ushio et al. 2009; Aonashi et al. 2009), Climate Prediction 

Centre (CPC) Morphing technique (CMORPH; Joyce et al. 2004), the Precipitation 

Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural Networks 

(PERSIANN; Sorooshian et al. 2000), the PERSIANN Cloud Classification System 



estimation (PERSIANN-CCS; Hong et al. 2004), and so on. Satellite precipitation 

estimates are based on active and passive microwave (PMW) observations from low 

Earth orbiting (LEO) satellites and visible infrared (Vis-IR) measurements from Polar 

orbiting geostationary (GEO) satellites (Sapiano and Arkin 2009). Precipitation 

estimation from microwave sensors are more accurate than the infrared observations as 

the former observation method is directly related to the size and phase of the 

hydrometeors present in the atmosphere (Mei et al. 2014). Again, the sampling 

frequency of microwave sensors is lower than that of infrared sensors. Therefore, 

information from both microwave and infrared sensors are combined to increase the 

spatial and temporal coverage of the satellite precipitation products. Consequently, this 

approach takes the strength of the individual sensor and improves the accuracy and 

consistency of the precipitation estimation algorithm. However, due to the indirect 

nature of the sensors, errors and uncertainty of satellite precipitation products remain as 

an intrinsic limitation (Yang et al. 2015; Gebregiorgis and Hossain 2014). The biases 

and errors also vary significantly in terms of locations, seasons, topography, and climate 

conditions (Dinku, Ceccato, and Connor 2011; Sorooshian et al. 2011).   

Thus, it is essential to evaluate the satellite-retrieved precipitation products 

against ground-based measurements before applying the data sets in hydrological 

applications. So far, numerous studies have been performed to validate and verify 

satellite-based rainfall estimates at different spatiotemporal scales and climate regimes 

using various methods and techniques (Dinku et al. 2007; Hughes 2006; AghaKouchak 

et al. 2011; Behrangi et al. 2011; Zhou et al. 2014). Thiemig et al. (2012) conducted a 

comprehensive evaluation of six satellite-derived precipitation products i.e., TMPA 

3B42-V6, PERSIANN, CMORPH, GSMaP-MVK, Rainfall Estimation Algorithm, 

version 2.0 (RFE 2.0), and Goddard Profiling Algorithm, version 6.0 (GPROF 6.0) over 



four sparsely-gauged basins in continental Africa. They concluded that the satellite 

products underestimated the heavy rainfall accumulations, particularly over semiarid 

regions. Meanwhile, the highest performance was observed over the tropical wet and 

dry zones. Vernimmen et al. (2012) investigated the performance of three satellite 

rainfall products (TMPA 3B42-RT, PERSIANN, and CMORPH) by comparison with 

ground-based observations for real time drought monitoring in Indonesia. The study 

pointed out that a single bias correction equation for satellite data sets was adequate in 

terms of accuracy, coverage, and cost effectiveness for drought monitoring in 

comparison with only in-situ measurements. It is worth mentioning here that there is 

very limited literature related to the validation and verification of satellite-derived 

precipitation products over Bangladesh, which is the main focus of this work. For 

example, Rahman et al. (2012) compared rain gauge measurements with TMPA 3B42 

and the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) satellite 

rainfall estimates at only three locations (Dinajpur, Rangpur, and Sylhet) for the years 

of 2004 and 2006. The findings showed that ECMWF data sets were more reliable than 

TMPA 3B42 for flood forecasting related purposes. 

Clearly, there is a lack of validation works of satellite-retrieved precipitation 

estimates over Bangladesh for floods and drought monitoring, landslides modelling, 

data assimilation into weather models, and verification of regional climate models. In 

this study, six satellite rainfall products are evaluated against rain gauge observations 

over the country at different temporal scales. Bangladesh receives extreme rainfall 

during monsoon period and monsoon rainfall shows significant spatial and temporal 

variability over the study region. This spatiotemporal variability of rainfall are 

associated with topography, slope, and other geographic factors. Hence, the study area 

is expected to be a good platform for testing the detection skills of different satellite 



precipitation products in the sub-tropical monsoon climate. Moreover, it is not only 

necessary to evaluate the satellite precipitation data over Bangladesh but also to identify 

which precipitation products show better performance in detecting heavy rainfall 

accumulations as the products exhibit space and seasonal dependency. Therefore, the 

main objective of the present study is to assess the capability of several satellite 

precipitation estimates to detect the extreme rainfall accumulations at different temporal 

scales. The findings will surely help to understand at what temporal scale satellite data 

sets show better performance in detecting heavy rainfall accumulations over the study 

area. In hydrologic modelling, one may want to know at what temporal scale the input 

precipitation data sets are associated with less uncertainty as the biases and errors of 

input data affect the model predictions.    

The current research validates and intercompares two groups of satellite rainfall 

data sets. The first group has relatively coarser spatial (0.25°) and temporal (1 hour and 

3 hours) resolution. This group consists of the Precipitation Estimation from Remotely 

Sensed Information using Artificial Neural Networks (PERSIANN) and the Climate 

Prediction Centre (CPC) Morphing technique (CMORPH) satellite precipitation 

products. The second group includes precipitation estimates with finer spatial (0.10°) 

and temporal resolution (half-hourly and 1 hour). This group includes two variables i.e., 

precipitation uncalibrated (not gauge-adjusted) and precipitation calibrated (gauge-

adjusted) of the Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for GPM (IMERG) half-hourly 

final run version 04A and two variables i.e., hourly precipitation rate (not gauge-

adjusted) and gauge-calibrated hourly precipitation rate (gauge-adjusted) of the Global 

Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP) for GPM version 04B. The six satellite 

rainfall products are selected for investigation because they are most widely studied and 

used. Both IMERG and GSMaP are reputed as the state-of-the-art space-borne 



precipitation products and combine rainfall estimates from both PMW and IR sensors. 

On the other hand, PERSIANN and CMORPH are mostly based on IR and PMW 

estimates, respectively. This combination of products will enable to explore the 

capabilities of PMW-only, IR-only, and combined PMW-IR algorithms over 

Bangladesh. Again, IMERG rainfall estimates include information from other 

precipitation sources such as PERSIANN and CMORPH. Therefore, comparisons are 

made between a product (i.e., IMERG) derived from other data sources and the data 

sources (i.e., PERSIANN and CMORPH) themselves. Moreover, IMERG and GSMaP 

are adjusted with rain gauge observations while PERSIANN and CMORPH do not 

incorporate rain gauge data. GSMaP algorithm also integrates topographic data in the 

orographic and nonorographic rainfall classification scheme (Yamamoto and Shige 

2015). These differences in satellite rainfall estimation algorithms will allow a more 

comprehensive evaluation of the precipitation products over the study region. 

2. Study area and data sets 

2.1. Study area 

The research focuses over Bangladesh which is known as the largest delta (the Ganges 

delta) in the world. The country is situated in the north-eastern part of Indian sub-

continent and covers from 20° N to 27° N and from 88° E to 93° E. Approximately 80% 

area of the country is flood plain (Dewan 2015). The north-western parts of the country 

consists of highlands. There are also some hilly regions in the south-eastern (Chittagong 

Hill Tracts) and north-eastern (Sylhet) parts of Bangladesh (see Figure 1(a)). Four 

distinct seasons can be recognized in Bangladesh from the climatic point of view: (i) the 

dry winter season from December to February, (ii) the pre-monsoon hot summer season 

from March to May, (iii) the rainy monsoon season from June to September, and (iv) 



the post-monsoon autumn season which lasts from October to November (Shahid 2010). 

With a sub-tropical monsoon climate, the study domain receives the highest rainfall 

during monsoon in the hilly and coastal areas (see Figure 1(b)-1(e) and Figure 2). 

Minimum rainfall occurs in the drier western part of the country. Although, almost no 

rainfall occurs during winter months (from December to February), most parts of the 

country receive at least 1000 mm rainfall per year. 

2.2. Rainfall data sets 

2.2.1. Rain gauge data 

Bangladesh is covered by 35 fully automatic remotely operated rain gauge stations (see 

Figure 1(a)). The gauges are operated by Bangladesh Meteorological Department 

(BMD) and provide 3 hourly rainfall accumulations at UTC (Coordinated Universal 

Time) time scale. Beginning hour of the accumulation periods are 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 

and 21 UTC. For example, precipitation accumulation at 6 UTC represents the 

accumulated rainfall between 03:00:00 and 06:00:00 UTC. The six satellite rainfall 

estimates are accumulated to 3-hourly totals for comparison with rain gauge 

observations. 

The analysis is based on direct comparison of satellite pixel values with point 

measurements of rain gauge stations. This means comparing a point observation against 

an average value within an area of 11 km × 11 km (0.10°) or 27 km × 27 km (0.25°) 

grid box and this would affect the validation results. As a relatively long study period (3 

years) is applied in this comparison, the spatial representativeness errors of the rain 

gauge data sets should be minimized. However, several studies employed point-area 

comparison having at least one rain gauge per 0.25° and 0.10° pixel such as Romilly 

and Gebremichael (2011), Moazami et al. (2013), Yang et al. (2015), Cohen Liechti et 



al. (2012), and Thiemig et al. (2012). No interpolation method is applied in the present 

study to predict the rain gauge values inside each satellite pixel because the sparse rain 

gauge density may seriously affect the accuracy of the interpolation. Furthermore, this 

attempt intends to evaluate the overall performance of the satellite precipitation 

products over Bangladesh rather than quantify the errors precisely. Therefore, this data 

set is considered as the most complete, accurate, and representative giving preference to 

the general data availability over the study region.  

2.2.2. Satellite data 

Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural 

Networks (PERSIANN) precipitation data set is based on the IR brightness temperature 

(Tb) images from global geosynchronous satellites (Janowiak, Joyce, and Yarosh 2001; 

GOES-8, GOES-10, GMS-5, Metsat-6, and Metsat-7) provided by the Climate 

Prediction Centre (CPC), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). 

The algorithm generates mean rainfall rate from the gridded IR images using artificial 

neural network function approximation/classification procedures (Sorooshian et al. 

2000). Since the relationships between cloud-top brightness temperatures and rainfall 

rates have a high degree of uncertainties, the system updates the neural network 

parameters when independent microwave (MW) precipitation estimates are available 

from the LEO satellites (e.g. AMSU-B on NOAA satellites and SSM/I abroad DMSP 

satellite). Geographical coverage of the rainfall product is 60° S-60° N and 180° W-

180° E. PERSIANN precipitation products with 0.25° × 0.25° latitude/longitude spatial 

and 3 hours temporal resolution are employed for investigation in this effort. The main 

features of the different satellite rainfall products are provided in Table 1.    

CPC MORPHing technique (CMORPH) precipitation estimates are also used in 

this study with 3 hours temporal and 0.25° × 0.25° spatial resolution. The CMORPH 



rainfall product is derived from the LEO satellites measured PMW observations 

exclusively (Joyce et al. 2004). When PMW data are unavailable, motion vector 

matrices are computed from GEO satellites IR data to transport only the features not the 

value of PMW observations. The intensity and shape of the precipitation system 

between two successive PMW scans are determined by applying time-weighted 

interpolation technique. The system transports rainfall features forward from the 

previous PMW scan and backward from the next PMW scan. The algorithm is so 

flexible that it can incorporate PMW observations from any LEO satellite. 

After successful completion of Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM; 

PR data ended on 7 October 2014 and TMI switched off on 8 April 2015; Huffman 

2016), Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission started to provide 

precipitation data from March 2014 to onward. However, the mission plans to provide 

continuous record of precipitation estimates from the beginning time of TRMM data 

(i.e., from 1998). The Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for GPM (IMERG) half-

hourly final run version 04A precipitation estimates are employed here for evaluation 

over Bangladesh. Both non gauge-calibrated (IMERG) and gauge-calibrated (IMERG-

GC) products are investigated in this study. Spatial resolution of the data set is 0.10° × 

0.10° and covers 60° S-60° N and 180° W-180° E. These half-hourly data sets are 

aggregated in 3 hourly time frame to synchronize with rain gauge accumulations. 

IMERG integrates precipitation products from two other sources i.e., CMORPH and 

PERSIANN-CCS. At first, passive microwave (PWM) related precipitation estimates 

are collected from various LEO satellites. These products are gridded and inter-

calibrated to generate half-hourly satellite only precipitation. The zenith-angle-corrected 

merged infrared (IR) estimates are also collected from various GEO satellites. The 

microwave-calibrated IR products are then applied to compute displacement vectors. 



Now, the gaps between the PMW precipitation estimates are filled with IR estimates in 

two ways. First, LEO-PMW precipitation products are morphed using displacement 

vectors when sufficient PMW estimates are available. Second, the GEO-IR data are 

included using CMORPH-Kalman filter Lagrangian time interpolation scheme if PMW 

data are too sparse. Finally, these multi-satellite PMW-IR merged half-hourly 

precipitation products are summed over a calendar month. The monthly gridded rain 

gauge data sets (from Global Precipitation Climatology Centre, GPCC) are combined 

with monthly multi-satellite rainfall fields to generate research-grade monthly IMERG 

products. Furthermore, the ratios of original multi-satellite and satellite-gauge combined 

precipitation estimates are calculated and incorporated to each half-hourly rainfall fields 

to create half-hourly research-grade products.  

Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP) for GPM algorithm 

integrates PMW rainfall estimates from two types of sensors i.e., conical scanning 

passive microwave imagers and cross-tracking passive microwave sounders from 

various satellites. When PMW estimates are absent, globally-merged full-resolution IR 

rainfall data are applied to derive moving vectors using a Kalman filter framework 

(Ushio et al. 2009). These moving vectors are used to propagate PMW estimates (both 

forward and backward as like CMORPH algorithm) in time and space, but it also 

incorporates IR estimates along with the propagated PMW rainfall estimates. This is 

one of the basic differences between GSMaP and CMORPH precipitation estimation 

algorithms. Dual polarization radar (DPR) of GPM core observatory satellite is utilized 

to develop data base and physical models of precipitation and included in the estimation 

algorithm indirectly. GSMaP algorithm also uses various ancillary data i.e., atmospheric 

condition derived from the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) Global Analysis 

(GANAL) and Forecast data set, the JMA Merged Satellite and in-situ Global Daily Sea 



Surface Temperatures (MGDSST), 30-arc second topographic data from United States 

Geological survey (USGS), and high resolution ocean, land, and coast data base in the 

coast detection scheme. Finally, NOAA CPC Unified Gauge-Based Analysis of Global 

Daily Precipitation data set is used to generate gauge-combined GSMaP precipitation 

estimates with 0.10° × 0.10° spatial and 1 hour temporal resolution. Geographical 

coverage of the data set extends between 60° S-60° N and 180° W-180° E. This mission 

started to release precipitation data from March 2014 to present. Both non gauge-

calibrated (GSMaP) and gauge-calibrated (GSMaP-GC) versions of the product are 

investigated here. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Preliminary assessment of rainfall data sets 

In this study, three years (January 2014-December 2016) of satellite rainfall data are 

compared against ground-based rain gauge observations to explore the performance of 

the products. IMERG, IMERG-GC, GSMaP, and GSMaP-GC data start from March 

2014. Thus, these data sets are compared with rain gauge data from March 2014 to 

December 2016. In order to evaluate the satellite data sets at different temporal window, 

6 hours, 12 hours, and 24 hours (daily) rainfall accumulations are derived from the 3 

hours data. The empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFS) are computed for 

different temporal accumulations using rain gauge and satellite data equal to or greater 

than 1 mm (see Figures 3 and 4). As noted from Figures 3 and 4, PERSIANN shows the 

lowest agreement with the rain gauge distributions. Comparing the ECDFS, IMERG, 

IMERG-GC, GSMaP, and GSMaP-GC are relatively closer to the gauge distributions 

above 50th percentile. Overall, for higher quantiles (> 50th percentile) PERSIANN and 

CMORPH precipitation products exhibit underestimation for all accumulation periods 



over the study region. Above 75th percentile, IMERG, IMERG-GC, and GSMaP 

overestimates the rainfall values whereas GSMaP-GC underestimates the magnitudes 

for 3 hours, 6 hours, and 12 hours and overestimates for 24 hours accumulation 

intervals (Figures 3 and 4). The accumulations are lower (< 10 mm; see Table 2) below 

the 50th percentile and are not considered in the subsequent analysis.  

Table 2 displays the summary of the statistics for the entire rain gauge and 

satellite data. In this table, mean (𝑃𝑃�), standard deviation (SD), and bias are defined as 

follows:      

𝑃𝑃� =
∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑁𝑁
 (1) 

where 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 is the rain gauge/satellite estimates in mm and 𝑁𝑁 is the number of rain 

gauge/satellite data. 

SD = �∑ (𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 − 𝑃𝑃�)2𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1
𝑁𝑁 − 1

 (2) 

Bias =
∑ 𝑃𝑃S𝑖𝑖
𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

∑ 𝑃𝑃G𝑖𝑖
𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

 (3) 

where 𝑃𝑃S (= 𝑃𝑃S𝑖𝑖) are satellite measurements in mm and 𝑃𝑃G (=  𝑃𝑃G𝑖𝑖) are rain 

gauge observations in mm. Bias of 1 indicates no bias in the estimated satellite data 

compared with rain gauge observations. Bias greater than 1 represents overestimation 

while less than l shows an underestimation of the satellite measurements. As shown in 

Table 2, the bias values of PERSIANN and CMORPH indicate underestimation during 

the study period. The exception is the overestimation by IMERG, IMERG-GC, and 

GSMaP rainfall estimates. However, the overestimation decreases with the 



accumulation time. In terms of bias, GSMaP-GC shows superior performances for all 

temporal accumulations compared to the other precipitation products. As the 

accumulation period increases, underestimation becomes more prominent for CMORPH 

whereas underestimation decreases considerably for PERSIANN satellite data sets. 

From Table 2 one can also see that PERSIANN and CMORPH satellite accumulations 

associated with 50th, 75th, 90th, and 95th percentiles show underestimation for all 

accumulation periods. The exceptions are the overestimations by IMERG, IMERG-GC, 

and GSMaP rainfall products. However, 50th and 75th percentile values of IMERG data 

sets for 12 hours and 24 hours intervals are lower than those of rain gauge values. 

Again, GSMaP-GC overestimates the rainfall for 50th percentile and underestimates for 

75th, 90th, and 95th percentiles. Furthermore, as the quantile threshold (extreme 

precipitation threshold) increases, the difference between rain gauge and satellite 

measurements increase significantly above 50th percentile for all precipitation products 

(see the Q75, Q90, and Q95 columns in Table 2). Comparing CMORPH and 

PERSIANN for 12 hours accumulation time, CMORPH performs better with 5%, 15%, 

and 25% decreases in underestimation for 75th, 90th, and 95th percentiles, respectively. 

Comparing GSMaP-GC with CMORPH, GSMaP-GC shows a significant improvement 

with 17%, 10%, and 7% decreases in underestimation for 75th, 90th, and 95th 

percentiles, respectively. From Table 2 it is also evident that GSMaP exhibits higher 

percentages of overestimation than IMERG and IMERG-GC rainfall products in 

comparison with rain gauge observations i.e., 6%, 14%, and 36% for 75th, 90th, and 

95th percentiles, respectively. Moreover, IMERG and IMERG-GC show almost 

identical percentages of overestimation for 12 hours accumulation period. 

3.2. Statistical indices to evaluate satellite products 

In-depth understanding of errors and biases of satellite precipitation data with respect to 



the reference (rain gauge) observations is inevitable for their application in decision-

making systems. In addition to bias four categorical skill indices i.e., probability of 

detection (POD), false alarm ratio (FAR), critical success index (CSI), and miss index 

(MI) are introduced to investigate the performance of PERSIANN, CMORPH, IMERG, 

IMERG-GC, GSMaP and GSMaP-GC satellite precipitation estimates to detect the 

heavy rainfall events (Wilks 2006; AghaKouchak and Mehran 2013; AghaKouchak et 

al. 2011). Additionally, four volumetric skill scores i.e., volumetric hit index (VHI), 

volumetric false alarm ratio (VFAR), volumetric critical success index (VCSI), and 

volumetric miss index (VMI) are also applied to detect the volumetric skills of the 

precipitation products for different extreme precipitation thresholds i.e., 50%, 75%, and 

90% quantiles of reference data.    

The quantile bias (QBias) indicates the ratio of the total satellite precipitation 

estimates over the total rain gauge observations above a quantile threshold, t (e.g. t is 

equal to 75th percentile of reference data). When t is equal to zero, QBias is simply 

bias. The fraction of the number of correct identifications of precipitation to the total 

number of reference precipitation occurrences is termed as probability of detection 

(POD). The volumetric hit index (VHI) refers the proportion of the correctly identified 

volume of precipitation to the total volume of reference (rain gauge) precipitation. The 

false alarm ratio (FAR) denotes the fraction of the number of falsely identified 

precipitation to the total number of satellite precipitation occurrences. The volumetric 

false alarm ratio (VFAR) represents the ratio of the volume of falsely detected 

precipitation to the total volume of precipitation identified by satellite data. The critical 

success index (CSI) refers the proportion of the number of correctly identified 

precipitation by satellite to the total number of correct, miss, and false observations of 

precipitation. The volumetric critical success index (VCSI) displays the ratio of the 



correctly detected volume of precipitation to the total volume of correct, miss, and false 

observations of satellite precipitation data. The miss index (MI) refers the fraction of the 

number of observations missed by satellite to the total number of rain gauge estimates. 

The volumetric miss index depicts the portion of volume missed by satellite data 

relative to the volume of precipitation observed by reference data. POD, VHI, FAR, 

VFAR, CSI, VCSI, MI, and VMI above a quantile threshold (t) is known as quantile 

POD (QPOD), quantile VHI (QVHI), quantile FAR (QFAR), quantile VFAR 

(QVFAR), quantile CSI (QCSI), quantile VCSI (QVCSI), quantile MI (QMI), and 

quantile VMI (QVMI) respectively. 

QBias =
∑ 𝑃𝑃S�(𝑃𝑃S ≥ 𝑡𝑡 | 𝑃𝑃G ≥ 𝑡𝑡)�𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

∑ 𝑃𝑃G�(𝑃𝑃S ≥ 𝑡𝑡 | 𝑃𝑃G ≥ 𝑡𝑡) �𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

 (4) 

QPOD =
𝑁𝑁H

𝑁𝑁H + 𝑁𝑁M
 (5) 

QVHI =
𝑉𝑉H

𝑉𝑉H + 𝑉𝑉M
 (6) 

QFAR =  
𝑁𝑁F

𝑁𝑁H + 𝑁𝑁F
 (7) 

QVFAR =  
𝑉𝑉F

𝑉𝑉H + 𝑉𝑉F
 (8) 

QCSI =
𝑁𝑁H

𝑁𝑁H + 𝑁𝑁M + 𝑁𝑁F
 (9) 

QVCSI =
𝑉𝑉H

𝑉𝑉H + 𝑉𝑉M + 𝑉𝑉F
 (10) 

QMI =  
𝑁𝑁M

𝑁𝑁H + 𝑁𝑁M
 (11) 

QVMI =  
𝑉𝑉M

𝑉𝑉H + 𝑉𝑉M
 (12) 

 

In the above Equations 𝑁𝑁H, 𝑁𝑁M, 𝑁𝑁F, 𝑉𝑉H, 𝑉𝑉M, and 𝑉𝑉F are defined as follows: 



𝑁𝑁H = �𝐼𝐼�(𝑃𝑃S > 0 & 𝑃𝑃G > 0) & (𝑃𝑃S ≥ 𝑡𝑡 | 𝑃𝑃G ≥ 𝑡𝑡)�
𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1

  

𝑁𝑁M = �𝐼𝐼�(𝑃𝑃S = 0 & 𝑃𝑃G > 0) & (𝑃𝑃S ≥ 𝑡𝑡 | 𝑃𝑃G ≥ 𝑡𝑡)�
𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1

  

𝑁𝑁F = �𝐼𝐼�(𝑃𝑃S > 0 & 𝑃𝑃G = 0) & (𝑃𝑃S ≥ 𝑡𝑡 | 𝑃𝑃G ≥ 𝑡𝑡)�
𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1

  

𝑉𝑉H = �𝑃𝑃S�(𝑃𝑃S > 0 & 𝑃𝑃G > 0) & (𝑃𝑃S ≥ 𝑡𝑡 | 𝑃𝑃G ≥ 𝑡𝑡)�
𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1

  

𝑉𝑉M = �𝑃𝑃G�(𝑃𝑃S = 0 & 𝑃𝑃G > 0) & (𝑃𝑃S ≥ 𝑡𝑡 | 𝑃𝑃G ≥ 𝑡𝑡)�
𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1

  

𝑉𝑉F = �𝑃𝑃S�(𝑃𝑃S > 0 & 𝑃𝑃G = 0) & (𝑃𝑃S ≥ 𝑡𝑡 | 𝑃𝑃G ≥ 𝑡𝑡)�
𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1

  

where 𝑃𝑃S  and 𝑃𝑃G are as defined in Equation (3). I represents the indicator 

function. The values of QPOD, QVHI, QFAR, QVFAR, QCSI, QVCSI, QMI, and 

QVMI vary between 0 and 1. 0 represents a perfect score for QFAR, QVFAR, QMI, 

and QVMI whereas 1 denotes perfect score for QPOD, QVHI, QCSI, and QVCSI. 

Figures 5-16 are prepared using Equations (4)-(12). In Figures 5-14, horizontal and 

vertical axes represent the months and the values of the relevant statistical indices, 

respectively. 

4. Results 

4.1. Bias 

Figures 5 and 6 represent Bias and QBias scores for PERSIANN, CMORPH, IMERG, 

IMERG-GC, GSMaP, and GSMaP-GC satellite precipitation estimates. Figure 5(a) 

displays biases when entire data are included in the analysis. Figures 5(b) and 5(c) show 



QBias with respect to 75th and 90th percentiles of rain gauge data respectively. It is 

shown that PERSIANN and CMORPH satellite data sets underestimate the rainfall over 

the monsoon months June, July, and August for 3 hours temporal accumulation. 

Moreover, the QBias values of PERSIANN and CMORPH decrease significantly with 

the increase of extreme precipitation threshold during the rainy monsoon season (i.e., 

June, July, August, and September; compare Figure 5(a) with Figures 5(b) and 5(c)). 

However, the magnitudes of these two products increase considerably for each quantile 

threshold as the accumulation time increases (compare Figures 5(b) and 5(c) with 

Figures 6(b) and 6(c) respectively). On the other hand, the bias scores of IMERG, 

IMERG-GC, GSMaP and GSMaP-GC distribute around 1 during monsoon period. As 

the quantile threshold increases, QBias scores of GSMaP-GC decrease remarkably, 

while they noticeably increase for IMERG, IMERG-GC, and GSMaP satellite data. For 

12 hours accumulations, QBias values of GSMaP do not change significantly with the 

extreme quantile threshold over the monsoon months (see Figures 6(a) and 6(b)). 

Although the six satellite data sets indicate either underestimation or overestimation 

over cold months (i.e., December, January, and February), the QBias scores of the data 

sets drop consistently as the extreme precipitation threshold increases. One can also see 

that all precipitation products exhibit serious overestimation during post-monsoon 

period (i.e., October and November; see Figure 5(a)). While PERSIANN, CMORPH, 

IMERG-GC, and GSMaP-GC indicate relatively good agreement with the reference 

data during pre-monsoon hot summer period (i.e., March, April, and May), IMERG and 

GSMaP denote overestimation (see Figure 5(a)). For higher quantile thresholds, the 

results of IMERG-GC and GSMaP-GC are also very promising during this season. It is 

shown that some points are missing for higher quantiles during cold months. During 

winter, rainfall accumulations are very low over the study region (see Figure 2). 



Therefore, the missing points indicate either both rain gauge and satellite estimates are 

lower than the extreme precipitation threshold or the values of the statistical indices are 

equal to zero. If rain gauge observations are below a given quantile threshold (e.g. 90th 

quantile) and satellite data are above the same threshold, then QBias would be greater 

than zero.    

4.2. POD and VHI 

Figures 7 and 8 display POD (QPOD) and VHI (QVHI) scores, respectively, for 

PERSIANN, CMORPH, IMERG, IMERG-GC, GSMaP, and GSMaP-GC satellite 

precipitation products. As shown in Figure 7, all products display higher POD during 

pre-monsoon, monsoon, and post-monsoon periods. For higher accumulation periods, 

POD increases considerably all over the year for all precipitation products and remains 

higher throughout the pre-monsoon, monsoon, and post-monsoon months (compare 

Figure 7(a) with Figure 7(c)). Furthermore, as the quantile thresholds increase, QPOD 

scores also increase remarkably for all rainfall products (compare Figures 7(a) and 7(c) 

with Figures 7(b) and 7(d) respectively). It is worth pointing out that AghaKouchak et 

al. (2011) and Mehran and AghaKouchak (2014) observed opposite results for 

CMORPH and PERSIANN products over the United States of America (USA). Figure 

7 also highlight that PERSIANN data sets show rather low POD and QPOD over cold 

months (December-February). Overall, GSMaP-GC estimates are subject to higher POD 

than all other precipitation data sets.  

It is worthwhile to mention that QPOD (or POD) demonstrates the ratio of the 

correct number of identification to the total number of reference precipitation 

occurrences above a threshold. A low QPOD does not necessarily lead to a low volume 

of rainfall, as a low QPOD may represent a large fraction of the total volume of detected 



rainfall. Again, a low QVHI does not really indicate a low number of occurrences, as 

the observed occurrences by a low QVHI may constitute a large fraction of the total 

number of detected rainfall events. For this reason, one should consider both metrics to 

evaluate precipitation data.  

Similar results are observed with respect to POD (QPOD) and VHI (QVHI) 

values for all precipitation products (compare Figure 7 with Figure 8 for the respective 

temporal accumulations and quantile thresholds). Figure 8 represents that VHI scores 

are slightly higher than the corresponding POD values particularly over pre-monsoon, 

monsoon, and post-monsoon periods. It reveals that volumetric skills of the six products 

are higher than categorical skills during pre-monsoon, monsoon, and post-monsoon 

seasons (March-November). Figure 8 also shows that PERSIANN satellite data sets 

exhibit comparatively lower QVHI with respect to the corresponding QPOD scores 

throughout the year for higher quantile threshold (compare Figure 7(b) with Figure 

8(b)). The findings point out that both categorical and volumetric indices are necessary 

to evaluate satellite precipitation products.          

4.3. FAR and VFAR 

Figure 9 presents the FAR and quantile FAR (QFAR) for PERSIANN, CMORPH, 

IMERG, IMERG-GC, GSMaP, and GSMaP-GC rainfall products, while Figure 10 

shows the VFAR and QVFAR. It is worth reminding that QFAR values only indicate 

the ratio of false identification of precipitation to the total number of satellite rainfall 

occurrences above a threshold (e.g. 50th quantile). It is noted that all products denote 

higher FAR during post-monsoon, winter, and pre-monsoon periods for 6 hours 

temporal accumulation (i.e., from September to April) and show least change as the 

time interval increases (compare Figure 9(a) with Figure 9(c)). However, the FAR 



values decrease significantly from May to August for all rainfall data sets with the 

increase of accumulation period. As shown in Figure 9(a), GSMaP exhibits relatively 

lower FAR during monsoon period (i.e., June, July, August, and September) whereas 

GSMaP-GC shows higher magnitudes. Again, IMERG and IMERG-GC show almost 

identical FAR throughout the year and remains the same for higher accumulation time 

(see Figure 9(a) and 9(c)). Furthermore, IMERG and IMERG-GC display lower false 

alarms during pre-monsoon season (i.e., March, April, and May). It is also shown that 

CMORPH comparatively indicates higher FAR out of the six products over the cold and 

pre-monsoon months (i.e., from December to April). Although, the QFAR scores of all 

precipitation data sets almost diminish for extreme quantile threshold, all data sets 

indicate noticeable QFAR from August to October (see Figure 9(b)). On the other hand, 

the VFAR values of Figure 10 are lower than the respective FAR values of the satellite 

products. Among the precipitation data sets, PERSIANN denotes the highest VFAR 

over the pre-monsoon and monsoon months, whereas the values are relatively lower for 

CMORPH, IMERG, IMERG-GC, GSMaP, and GSMaP-GC during these two seasons 

(see Figure 10(a)). As the quantile threshold increases, all precipitation data sets display 

very little QVFAR for 50% quantile, while QVFAR almost diminishes for 90% 

quantiles (see Figures 10(b) and 10(c)). Figures 10(b) and 10(c) also indicate that all 

precipitation estimates show considerable QVFAR during August-October with respect 

to 50% and 90% quantiles.           

4.4. CSI and VCSI 

As shown in Figure 11, the critical success index (CSI) scores are higher over pre-

monsoon and monsoon months (from March to September) for the six satellite products. 

It is also observed that the CSI values increase considerably during the pre-monsoon 

and monsoon periods as the accumulation time increases (compare Figure 11(a) with 



Figure 11(c)). It implies that with respect to higher temporal accumulations, the 

magnitudes of CSI are higher over pre-monsoon and monsoon seasons. While IMERG 

and IMERG-GC denotes higher CSI during pre-monsoon period, GSMaP-GC reveals 

lower CSI scores out of the six rainfall products during monsoon for 3 hours 

accumulation. One can see that the QCSI scores improve remarkably throughout the 

year with the increase of extreme precipitation thresholds (compare Figures 11(a) and 

11(c) with Figures 11(b) and 11(d) respectively), however, this improvement is more 

significant over the post-monsoon and winter months (compare Figure 11(a) with 

Figure 11(b)). Although the VCSI values of all products are higher than the 

corresponding CSI scores (compare Figures 11(a) and 11(c) with Figures 12(a) and 

12(c) respectively), the QVCSI values are lower than the respective QCSI scores over 

post-monsoon and cold months (compare Figure 11(b) with Figure 12(b)). Comparing 

the VCSI and QVCSI scores of all products show that PERSIANN exhibits relatively 

lower skill throughout the year.       

4.5. MI and VMI 

Figure 13 shows that PERSIANN exhibits the poorest skill with respect to miss index 

(MI) compared to the other satellite products (see Figures 13(a) and 13(c)). It is also 

shown that GSMaP-GC indicates the lowest MI scores throughout the year. One can see 

that MI decreases considerably over the monsoon months for all precipitation products 

with the increase of time interval (compare Figure 13(a) with Figure 13(c)). However, 

all products indicate noticeable magnitudes of MI over post-monsoon, winter, and pre-

monsoon months, regardless of the choice of accumulation period. As the quantile 

threshold increases, the QMI values of all rainfall data sets decrease significantly 

throughout the year (compare Figure 13(a) with Figure 13(b)), while PERSIANN 

display noticeable QMI scores particularly over the cold months. Figure 14 presents the 



volumetric skills of the six satellite precipitation products with respect to volumetric 

miss index (VMI) and quantile volumetric miss index (QVMI). Among the precipitation 

products, PERSIANN exhibits the highest VMI scores throughout the year (see Figures 

14(a) and 14(c)). Moreover, the QVMI scores of PERSIANN remain higher for extreme 

quantile threshold (see Figure 14(b)). GSMaP-GC misses the least amount of rainfall 

with respect to VMI during monsoon whereas GSMaP performs better during pre-

monsoon and post-monsoon seasons (see Figure 14(a)). 

4.6. Seasonal variation of the statistical indices 

Figures 15 and 16 summarize the skills of the six satellite precipitation products with 

respect to different statistical metrics during monsoon (left) and winter (right) months. 

The figure is generated by estimating the statistical indices on the basis of all monsoon 

and cold months data of the study period from January 2014 to December 2016. 

Clearly, Figures 15 and 16 highlight the performances of the satellite precipitation 

estimation algorithms in different climate conditions over Bangladesh. Overall, all 

rainfall data sets show better performance during monsoon despite the higher FAR and 

VFAR values during this season.    

5. Discussion and conclusions 

This study evaluates six well-known satellite-based precipitation estimates 

(PERSIANN, CMORPH, IMERG, IMERG-GC, GSMaP and GSMaP-GC) with respect 

to available rain gauge observations over Bangladesh. It is noteworthy that infrared (IR) 

sensors relate surface rainfall to the brightness and temperature of the cloud tops 

whereas microwave (PMW) sensors estimate rainfall from the emission and scattering 

of microwave radiation. According to the findings of this study, the microwave-based 

precipitation products (GSMaP-GC, GSMaP, IMERG-GC, IMERG, and CMORPH) 



outperform the infrared-based products (PERSIANN). Moreover, non gauge-adjusted 

combined PMW-IR based products, GSMaP and IMERG, show a remarkable 

improvement over the unadjusted PMW-only CMORPH product. The results show that 

CMORPH suffers from serious underestimation while GSMaP and IMERG 

overestimates heavy rainfall amounts. The incorporation of rain gauge observations 

significantly reduces the overestimation of higher rainfall values by GSMaP. However, 

the integration of rain gauge data does not decrease the overestimation by IMERG. In 

fact, the biases for IMERG is better than that of IMERG-GC. Comparison of GSMaP-

GC and IMERG-GC indicates that GSMaP-GC has better correspondence with the rain 

gauge measurements. This may be ascribed to two major factors:  first, the algorithm for 

GSMaP-GC incorporates CPC gauge-based daily precipitation data for its bias 

correction, which performs better than the monthly gridded rain gauge data set of GPCC 

adopted in IMERG-GC algorithm; and second, GSMaP-GC uses some auxiliary data 

sources such as topographic data, GANAL, and MGDSST (described in section 2). 

These results are consistent with the findings of Dinku et al. (2010), Romilly and 

Gebremichael (2011), Ning et al. (2016), and Mehran and AghaKouchak (2014) at 

different spatial and temporal scales over other parts of the world.         

The first group of the precipitation products includes PERSIANN and 

CMORPH, while the second group consists of IMERG, IMERG-GC, GSMaP, and 

GSMaP-GC. The spatial resolution is 0.25° for PERSIANN and CMORPH and is 0.10° 

for IMERG, IMERG-GC, GSMaP, and GSMaP-GC. All the products were evaluated at 

3 hours, 6 hours, 12 hours, and 24 hours time scales. The findings of the present 

investigation over the study region can be explained as follows:  

The computed bias scores indicate that PERSIANN and CMORPH tend to 

underestimate the rainfall during the rainy monsoon season (i.e., June, July, August, and 



September). These findings are in agreement with the results from studies by Gao and 

Liu (2013) and Sohn, Han, and Sue (2010). On the other hand, the bias values are 

around 1 for IMERG, IMERG-GC, GSMaP and GSMaP-GC during monsoon. A 

product wise comparison reveals that none of the four products has distinctly good or 

bad performance by means of bias compared to the others. As the extreme quantile 

threshold of rain gauge data increases, the QBias scores of PERSIANN, CMORPH, and 

GSMaP-GC decrease consistently over monsoon months, while IMERG, IMERG-GC, 

and GSMaP show serious overestimation.  It implies that satellite rainfall-retrieval 

algorithms lose their detection skills as the extreme precipitation threshold increases. It 

also points out that the current bias adjustment techniques do not improve the accuracy 

of IMERG-GC and GSMaP-GC satellite products in detecting extreme rainfall 

accumulations at least over the current test area. During monsoon, most of the 

precipitation systems are distributed in the northern, north-eastern, and southern parts of 

Bangladesh. The relatively drier western part has limited precipitation systems during 

this period (Rafiuddin, Uyeda, and Islam 2010). The underestimation by satellite data 

sets may partly be associated with warm orographic rain over the study region. 

Rafiuddin, Uyeda, and Islam (2010) argued that the orography of north-eastern and 

eastern sides of Bangladesh helps to uplift the warm moist air carried by low level 

monsoonal wind blowing from the Bay of Bengal. This orographic lifting of warm 

moist air will lead to the development of cloud. Rainfall may start while the cloud top 

still remains warm. IR sensors have difficulty to detect rainfall from the warm clouds as 

the cloud tops are too warm to detect rainfall for the temperature thresholds of the 

sensors. Again, warm orographic rain will not produce much ice aloft to be identified by 

PMW sensors. As the PMW sensors estimate rainfall depending upon the scattering by 



ice particles, this would obviously lead to underestimation for PMW-based precipitation 

estimation algorithms.  

Conversely, all six precipitation products show serious overestimation during 

post-monsoon period (i.e., October and November). This overestimation becomes more 

significant for each quantile threshold as the accumulation time increases. During post 

monsoon months, the climate is comparatively dry and hot over Bangladesh. Therefore, 

the overestimation may be attributed to the fact that raindrops detected by the IR and 

PMW sensors have to pass through a dry and hot atmosphere and may partly or fully 

evaporate before reaching the ground. PERSIANN also showed extremely high bias 

over Ethiopia and Zimbabwe (Dinku et al. 2008). The neural networks in PERSIANN 

algorithm were calibrated using the data of Japan and Florida, where the air masses are 

mostly maritime type. Thus, the overestimation by PERSIANN may also be associated 

with the monsoonal type air masses over Bangladesh. The overestimation by CMORPH 

may be ascribed to the fact that the deep convective systems tend to increase the ice 

aloft, which is misidentified as precipitation by the PMW sensors (Romilly and 

Gebremichael 2011).  

During pre-monsoon hot summer period (i.e., March, April, and May), 

PERSIANN, CMORPH, IMERG-GC, and GSMaP-GC satellite rainfall data sets 

display reasonably good agreement with the reference data. Considering the 

performances of IMERG-GC and GSMaP-GC in detecting the extreme rainfall 

accumulations, these results are also very encouraging. However, the overestimation of 

high rainfall values by IMERG and GSMaP is very prominent during this season. It 

emphasizes the importance of incorporating rain gauge observations into satellite 

estimates. Precipitation systems are mostly found over the north-eastern part of the 

country during summer. Pre-monsoon systems generally do not reach in the south-



eastern part of Bangladesh. Precipitation systems are sparsely distributed over other 

parts of the study area during this season. During pre-monsoon, the low level warm 

moist air masses from the Bay of Bengal move through the north-western flat region of 

Bangladesh toward India and interact with the hot dry air masses coming from India 

(Rafiuddin, Uyeda, and Islam 2010). This interaction leads to create unstable conditions 

favourable for the development of convection. Moreover, the mountains of north-

eastern side of Bangladesh cause orographic uplifting of the low level warm moist air 

masses. This orographic uplifting also helps to develop deep convections. Islam and 

Uyeda (2008) inferred that pre-monsoon deep convective cloud systems are 

characterized by high intensity rainfall, whereas monsoon and post-monsoon rainfall 

events are less intense over Bangladesh. Moazami et al. (2013) concluded that in heavy 

rainfall events, the correlation between IR brightness temperature and rainfall is strong. 

Again, Ebert, Janowiak, and Kidd (2007) showed that PMW sensors perform better in 

summer convective conditions over most parts of the USA except the northwest and the 

far northwest parts. During cold months (i.e., December, January, and February), all 

satellite algorithms exhibit (either underestimation or overestimation) very limited 

detection skills, particularly above high quantile thresholds. These results are consistent 

with previous studies over other regions, e.g. over northwest Europe (Kidd et al. 2012) 

and over China (Ning et al. 2016).   

While the bias is used to assess the performance of satellite rainfall products in 

estimating the amount of rainfall, categorical skill matrices (i.e., POD, FAR, CSI, and 

MI) are applied to evaluate the capabilities in detecting the occurrence of rainfall 

events. On the other hand, VHI, VFAR, VCSI, and VMI are used to measure the 

volumetric skills of the products. The estimated POD and VHI values for the entire 

distribution of the satellite data sets reveal that the detection skill of all products are 



higher during pre-monsoon, monsoon, and post-monsoon periods (March-November). 

Again, all satellite estimates show better performance with respect to CSI and VCSI 

over pre-monsoon and monsoon months (March-September). POD represents the ratio 

of the number of correctly identified events to the total number of correct and miss 

observations by satellite data sets, while CSI shows the ratio of the number of correctly 

detected occurrences to the total number of correct, miss, and false observations (see 

Equations (5) and (9)). Therefore, it is reasonable that the CSI scores will be lower than 

the corresponding POD values. However, the comparison of POD (VHI) with CSI 

(VCSI) indicates that the decrease of CSI (VCSI) scores of all precipitation products is 

more significant over post-monsoon than those over pre-monsoon and monsoon period. 

The computed FAR and VFAR values of the products are also higher during this 

season. Furthermore, for higher quantile thresholds, all six satellite rainfall data sets 

represent considerable QFAR and QVFAR over the post monsoon months. This 

problem might be attributed to two major factors: the first one is sub-cloud evaporation 

(as described above). Below the cloud systems, the atmosphere is mostly hot and dry 

over Bangladesh during post-monsoon. As a result, although satellite sensors may detect 

rainfall aloft, it may not reach the ground surface resulting in huge false alarms in 

satellite estimates; the second reason may be the coarse spatial resolution (0.25°/0.10° ~ 

27 km/11 km in latitude and longitude) of satellite rainfall data sets. The coarse satellite 

pixel may cover both rain and no-rain areas whose average may be incorrectly identified 

as a non-raining pixel (Dinku et al. 2011).  

In terms of MI and VMI scores, GSMaP-GC shows better performance during 

monsoon whereas the performance of PERSIANN is poor throughout the year. Again, 

PERSIANN exhibits higher VFAR over pre-monsoon and monsoon months and lower 

VCSI all over the year. GSMaP has a relatively better skill with respect to FAR during 



monsoon. In addition, GSMaP displays lower VMI scores over pre-monsoon and post-

monsoon seasons. Surprisingly, IMERG and IMERG-GC indicate almost similar FAR 

values throughout the year. Moreover, these two products reveal the lowest false alarms 

during pre-monsoon. Both categorical and volumetric indices demonstrate that the 

detection skill of the products increase remarkably as the extreme precipitation 

threshold increases. The detection capability of all six satellite data sets also increases 

with the increase of accumulation time. Considering the categorical and volumetric 

matrices it is shown that with respect to higher temporal accumulations, the 

performance of the precipitation products are comparatively better both in 

discriminating rain/no-rain events and estimating the corresponding rainfall amounts 

during monsoon period. However, all the products denote considerable magnitude of 

FAR and VFAR values during this season. 

With respect to POD, VHI, FAR, VFAR, CSI, VCSI, MI, and VMI scores, all 

six precipitation products exhibit relatively poor performance over the cold months, 

regardless of the preference of accumulation times. However, the values of QPOD, 

QVHI, QCSI, and QVCSI of CMORPH, IMERG, IMERG-GC, GSMaP, and GSMaP-

GC increase during this season as the extreme quantile threshold increases. The 

corresponding QFAR and QVFAR values of these products also decrease with the 

increase of extreme precipitation threshold.  

Comparison of different satellite precipitation products reveal that all products 

are doing well in detecting the occurrence of rainfall, but are not so good in estimating 

the amount of rainfall. PERSIANN exhibits the worst performance over Bangladesh. 

Overall, GSMaP-GC performs better than the other products, although it shows the 

highest false alarms during monsoon and post-monsoon periods over the study region. 

Moreover, GSMaP-GC shows serious underestimation in estimating monsoon rainfall 



whereas it overestimates the rainfall over post-monsoon months. Someone would have 

still expected an improved results for IMERG-GC because it uses more advanced 

algorithm and superior input data sets. However, the performance of IMERG-GC is also 

very promising over Bangladesh.      

It is worth pointing out here that there is only one rain gauge station inside each 

satellite pixel. For comparing satellite measurements with rain gauge observations, 

especially for extreme rainfall analysis at least three or more rain gauges are necessary 

inside each pixel grid (Moazami et al. 2013). The present study considers relatively a 

long time period (3 years), which should minimize the errors associated with the spatial 

representativeness of the rain gauge data. Spatial and temporal uncertainty may also 

exist while comparing rain gauge data with satellite estimates (AghaKouchak et al. 

2011). In future, it is planned to explore the spatial distribution of the statistical indices 

over the study region, which will certainly provide more detailed understanding of the 

biases and errors associated with the satellite precipitation products. 
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Table 1. Summary of the satellite precipitation products evaluated here. The PMW and 

Gauge columns show whether the products integrate passive microwave estimates or 

rain gauge observations (Y and N stands for yes and no respectively). 

Product Temporal 
resolution 

Spatial 
resolution Existence Spatial 

coverage PMW Gauge 

PERSIANN 3-hourly 0.25° 2000-present 60° S-60° N N N 
CMORPH 3-hourly 0.25° 2003-present 60° S-60° N Y N 

IMERG 
version 04A 

Half-
hourly 0.10° 2014-present 60° S-60° N Y N 

IMERG-GC 
version 04A 

Half-
hourly 0.10° 2014-present 60° S-60° N Y Y 

GSMaP 
version 04B Hourly 0.10° 2014-present 60° S-60° N Y N 

GSMaP-GC 
version 04B Hourly 0.10° 2014-present 60° S-60° N Y Y 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 2. Summary statistics of rain gauge and satellite precipitation products for 

different temporal accumulations during 2014-2016 (Q is quantile and SD is standard 

deviation). 
Accumulation 

period Product Mean 
(mm) 

SD 
(mm) Bias Q10 

(mm) 
Q25 

(mm) 
Q50 

(mm) 
Q75 

(mm) 
Q90 

(mm) 
Q95 

(mm) 

3 hours 

Rain gauge 14.4 15.5 -- 1.7 3.4 8.9 19.8 35.0 47.2 

PERSIANN 10.2 8.5 0.71 2.0 3.9 7.7 14.1 21.5 27.0 

CMORPH 12.7 12.8 0.89 2.2 4.1 8.6 16.5 29.0 38.7 

IMERG 17.1 20.1 1.19 2.5 4.6 9.6 20.8 41.9 62.0 

IMERG-GC 17.8 20.1 1.24 2.8 5.3 10.8 22.0 41.5 59.6 

GSMaP 19.6 28.1 1.36 3.5 6.3 11.5 21.1 39.5 61.5 

GSMaP-GC 14.3 13.0 0.99 3.3 6.1 10.6 18.6 29.2 37.4 

6 hours 

Rain gauge 19.4 20.9 -- 1.9 4.5 12.0 26.6 46.8 61.9 

PERSIANN 14.4 13.2 0.74 2.5 4.9 10.4 19.6 31.7 39.7 

CMORPH 16.8 18.3 0.87 2.5 4.9 10.5 21.5 38.9 53.4 

IMERG 22.0 27.5 1.13 2.9 5.6 12.0 26.3 54.1 79.6 

IMERG-GC 23.0 27.6 1.19 3.2 6.3 13.5 27.8 54.8 78.1 

GSMaP 25.5 35.7 1.31 4.0 7.6 14.6 28.1 53.9 81.9 

GSMaP-GC 19.4 18.7 1.00 3.9 7.3 13.9 25.3 41.2 55.0 

12 hours 

Rain gauge 24.6 26.7 -- 2.1 5.9 15.8 33.8 58.9 77.5 

PERSIANN 18.8 18.1 0.76 2.8 5.9 13.3 25.8 41.9 53.0 

CMORPH 20.6 22.8 0.84 2.8 5.7 12.6 27.0 48.0 66.0 

IMERG 26.8 33.3 1.10 3.2 6.6 14.6 33.1 66.6 96.3 

IMERG-GC 28.1 33.9 1.14 3.6 7.3 16.1 35.5 66.2 96.4 

GSMaP 30.8 41.9 1.25 4.2 8.3 17.3 35.9 67.4 105.2 

GSMaP-GC 24.5 25.0 1.00 4.4 8.7 17.1 31.5 52.8 70.9 

24 hours 

Rain gauge 30.9 35.1 -- 3.0 7.4 19.1 41.6 73.7 97.6 

PERSIANN 24.0 24.4 0.78 3.2 7.3 16.5 32.4 54.4 70.7 

CMORPH 24.8 28.2 0.80 3.1 6.4 14.8 32.4 59.9 80.5 

IMERG 32.0 40.5 1.04 3.7 7.6 17.3 39.2 79.2 113.6 

IMERG-GC 33.8 41.3 1.10 4.0 8.5 19.1 43.1 81.6 115.5 

GSMaP 36.4 49.5 1.18 4.3 9.2 19.8 43.3 82.8 127.3 

GSMaP-GC 31.1 33.5 1.01 5.5 10.6 20.8 39.7 67.5 91.0 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

  

Figure 1. (a) Topography and rain gauge distribution of the study area. Annual rainfall 

accumulation (mm year-1) during 2014-2016 for (b) PERSIANN, (c) CMORPH, (d) 

IMERG, and (e) GSMaP satellite precipitation products. 



 

Figure 2. Mean monthly rainfall during 2014-2016 derived from the rain gauge 

observations. Value at the top of each bar represents percentage contribution of the 

respective month with respect to the mean annual rainfall over Bangladesh.   

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 3. Empirical cumulative distribution functions of rain gauge and satellite 

precipitation products for (a) 3 hours and (b) 6 hours temporal accumulations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 4. Empirical cumulative distribution functions of rain gauge and satellite 

precipitation products for (a) 12 hours and (b) 24 hours (daily) temporal accumulations. 



 

Figure 5. Bias and quantile bias (QBias) for 3 hours temporal accumulation with respect 

to (a) all data and (b) Q75 and (c) Q90 thresholds of reference data (Q, quantiles). 

 



 

Figure 6. Quantile bias (QBias) for 12 hours and 24 hours temporal accumulations with 

respect to (a) all data, (b) Q75, and (c) Q90 thresholds of reference data (Q, quantiles). 



 

Figure 7. Probability of detection (POD) for (a) 3 hours and (c) 24 hours accumulations 

with respect to all data and quantile probability of detection (QPOD) for (b) 3 hours and 

(d) 24 hours accumulations with respect to Q90 threshold (Q, quantiles). 0 at the top of 

the bar represents zero value of the respective bar. 

 
 

 



 

Figure 8. Volumetric hit index (VHI) for (a) 3 hours and (c) 24 hours accumulations 

with respect to all data and quantile volumetric hit index (QVHI) for (b) 3 hours and (d) 

24 hours accumulations with respect to Q90 threshold (Q, quantiles). 0 at the top of the 

bar represents zero value of the respective bar. 

 



 
Figure 9. False alarm ratio (FAR) for (a) 6 hours and (c) 24 hours accumulations with 

respect to all data and quantile false alarm ratio (QFAR) for (b) 6 hours accumulation 

with respect to Q90 threshold (Q, quantiles). 



 

Figure 10. Volumetric false alarm ratio (VFAR) and quantile volumetric false alarm 

ratio (QVFAR) for 6 hours accumulation with respect to (a) all data and (b) Q50 and (c) 

Q90 thresholds (Q, quantiles). 



 

Figure 11. Critical success index (CSI) for (a) 3 hours and (c) 12 hours accumulations 

with respect to all data and quantile critical success index (QCSI) for (b) 3 hours and (d) 

12 hours accumulations with respect to Q50 and Q90 threshold, respectively (Q, 

quantiles). 0 at the top of the bar represents zero value of the respective bar. 



 

Figure 12. Volumetric critical success index (VCSI) for (a) 3 hours and (c) 12 hours 

accumulations with respect to all data and quantile volumetric critical success index 

(QVCSI) for (b) 3 hours and (d) 12 hours accumulations with respect to Q50 and Q90 

threshold, respectively (Q, quantiles). 0 at the top of the bar represents zero value of the 

respective bar. 



 

Figure 13. Miss index (MI) for (a) 3 hours and (c) 24 hours accumulations with respect 

to all data and quantile miss index (QMI) for (b) 3 hours accumulation with respect to 

Q75 threshold (Q, quantiles). 



 

Figure 14. Volumetric miss index (VMI) for (a) 3 hours and (c) 24 hours accumulations 

with respect to all data and quantile volumetric miss index (QVMI) for (b) 3 hours 

accumulation with respect to Q75 threshold (Q, quantiles). 



 

Figure 15. Seasonal variation of statistical indices for 3 hours temporal accumulations 

(Q, quantiles). 



 

Figure 16. Seasonal variation of statistical indices for 6 hours temporal accumulations 

(Q, quantiles). 
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